[Pb(H2O)]2+ and [Pb(OH)]+: four-component density functional theory calculations, correlated scalar relativistic constrained-space orbital variation energy decompositions, and topological analysis.
Within the scope of studying the molecular implications of the Pb(2+) cation in environmental and polluting processes, this paper reports Hartree-Fock and density functional theory (B3LYP) four-component relativistic calculations using an all-electron basis set applied to [Pb(H(2)O)](2+) and [Pb(OH)](+), two complexes expected to be found in the terrestrial atmosphere. It is shown that full-relativistic calculations validate the use of scalar relativistic approaches within the framework of density functional theory. [Pb(H(2)O)](2+) is found C(2v) at any level of calculations whereas [Pb(OH)](+) can be found bent or linear depending of the computational methodology used. When C(s) is found the barrier to inversion through the C(infinityv) structure is very low, and can be overcome at high enough temperature, making the molecule floppy. In order to get a better understanding of the bonding occurring between the Pb(2+) cation and the H(2)O and OH(-) ligands, natural bond orbital and atoms-in-molecule calculations have been performed. These approaches are supplemented by a topological analysis of the electron localization function. Finally, the description of these complexes is refined using constrained-space orbital variation complexation energy decompositions.